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SOUTHAMPTON CITY COUNCIL 
EXECUTIVE DECISION MAKING 

RECORD OF THE DECISION MAKING HELD ON 3 AUGUST 2020 
 

 

Present: 
 

Councillor Hammond - Leader of the Council, Clean Growth and Development 

Councillor Rayment - Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Customer and 
Organisation 

Councillor Fielker - Cabinet Member for Health and Adults 

Councillor Shields - Cabinet Member for Stronger Communities 

 
Apologies: Councillor Kaur, Leggett, Dr Paffey and Barnes-Andrews 

 
 

7. CALL-IN OF EXECUTIVE DECISION CAB 20/21 28124 - SOUTHAMPTON GREEN 
TRANSPORT RECOVERY PLAN  

 

DECISION MADE:  (CAB 20/21 28124) 
 
On consideration of the report of the Cabinet Member for Green City and Place, and 
having considered and addressed recommendations made by the Overview and 
Scrutiny Management Committee at the meeting held on 28th July 2020 (Reconvened 
on 30th July 2020), Cabinet re-confirmed their decision taken on 14 July 2020, having 
taken into consideration the following: 
 
 The following recommendations were made to be addressed by Cabinet:  
 
(i) Cabinet withdraws it’s proposed Green Transport Recovery Plan as it is not fit for 
purpose, undemocratically instigated, not evidence led and fails to demonstrate it supports 
economic growth, as set out in our Southampton City Strategy – given the impact of Covid-
19 on our economy.  
 
If Cabinet is not minded to withdraw the plans in full:  
 
(i) Cabinet agrees to suspend the decision on the Green Transport Recovery Plan whilst it 
reviews it against the recently released Government policy announcement of ‘Gear 
Change’, paying particular attention to this line “we will need to ensure that understanding 
of transport users’ needs, motivations and behaviours is central to what we do, in order to 
maximise our chances of success” – that shows understanding and taking people with us is 
crucial to success.  
 
On the assumption Cabinet neither withdraws or pauses:  
 
(i) Cabinet introduces measures to help with traffic flows, looking to reduce congestion and 
stop start traffic across our City;  

(ii) Cabinet undertakes proper consultation, that can help shape any of the future proposed 
schemes, outside the emergency measures already taken, with a focus on spending money 
where it has the highest chance of long term facilitation of active travel;  
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(iii) Cabinet place a higher focus on Council led “school streets” schemes and the creation 
of low traffic residential zones. It is not acceptable to only have St. Denys as an identified 
neighbourhood scheme and action needs to be taken around all schools with traffic related 
issues, not just those who wish to engage with the Council;  

(iv) Cabinet immediately engage with disability representatives and amend existing and 
future schemes to ensure our most vulnerable are not discriminated against. Including 
immediately reinstating at least some of the parking on the Common side of Hill Lane, as 
this has been removed with no consultation or regard to vulnerable users of the Common, 
impacting their well-being and access to the Common.  
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(v) Cabinet pauses any major future plans, such as Millbrook Road West bus lanes, whilst 
we wait for analysis on the impact of Covid-19 on our local economy, our air quality and the 
new ‘Gear Change’ policy that suggests segregated facilities for cyclists.  

(vi) Cabinet agrees to immediately removing the temporary road space reallocation on 
Bassett Avenue and Bitterne Road West in full, due to concerns over additional congestion 
and the effect this will have on local air quality. If Cabinet is not prepared to do this, it states 
the conditions that would need to be met for them to remove the road space reallocation 
and considers making public the weekly data that is the base of the decision not to remove 
these measures.  
 

Cabinet rejected the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee’s 
recommendations. 
 

 


